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My‘ invention relates, generally, to shoes for width of the insole within the bounds of; the 
.men, ladies and children and particularly to an stitched inseam 6- securing the insole and welt 
improved construction for Goodyear welt shoes. to the upper and within the bounds of the turned 
The object of my invention is to provide a per- under lower heel edge portion '7 of the counter 

5 forated elastic ?ller and a shank and heel stiffener portion of the- upper which provides the usual heel 5 
‘ which are adapted to be interposed between the seat 8 for the shoe. ‘ - A _ 

insole and outsole of Goodyear welt shoes with In carrying out the particular aim-of my in 
the ?ller disposed wholly within the inseam and vention, I cement or similarly secure a resilient 
heel seat cavity of the shoe to set up a combined rubber ?ller B having the Shank Portion 9 and a 

10‘ elastic and pneumatic cushion effect for the en- heel Portion 10 t0 the lower face of the insole 3 10 
tire foot of the wearer of the shoe, and, which ineluding'the Shank and heel Portions 9 and 10 1 
structure will permit the shoe to be assembled and thereof, and the ?ller A is adapted to occupy 
manufactured upon a, production basis in shoe only space within the bounds of the aforesaid 
factories without the necessity of employing‘ inseam and heel seat cavity between the insole 3 _ 

15 ‘special machinery hotnow used in the manufac- and outsole 1 0f the shOe- » 15 
ture of the present'day styles of shoes. - VA shank and heel stiffener 11 is provided with 
A'further object of the invention is the provi ,an integral longitudinally and transversely 00n 

sion of means adapted to‘ be interposed between - ee-ved-eenvexed heel Plate seetien 12 and is Pref 
the insole and outsole‘ 01' a Goodyear welt shoe erebly, although not necessarily Provided with 9 

20 between the shank and heel sections thereof, centralized aperture 13 and the shank and its 20 
which possesses advantages in points of simplicity heel section are formed from suitable gauged 
and e?lciency, and, at the same time proves itself . metal, ?ber 01‘ any Other material which may hev 
comparatively inexpensive in cost of manufac- found suitable for the purpose intended- I lay 

, ture. ' _ v the shank and heel stiffener 11 upon the lower 
25 with the above and other objects in view, the face of the shank portion 9 of the elastic rubber 25 

invention consists in the novel features of con- ?ller A and the dished heel portion 12 thereof is 
struction, arrangement and combination of parts applied to Contact with the lower face of the heel 
hereinafter more fully described and ?nally section 10 of the rubber elastic ?ller, which heel 
pointed out in the claims hereto appendei section 10 of the rubber elastic ?ller is provided 

30 Referring to the accompanying drawing form- with a centralized thickened portion to provide 30 
ing a part of this speci?cation, wherein‘ like char- a suitably shaped D1118 01‘ lug extension 14 di 
acters of reference denote similar parts through- reeted ‘downwardly from the lower face 01 the 
out the several views; heel portion 10 of the elastic. ?ller, and the lower 

Fig. 1 is a view in vertical sectional elevation endoportion of the plug or lug extension 14 is 
I . 35 of the lower portion of a Goodyear welt shoe om- adapted. to be received in the centralized aper- 35 

} bodying the features or my invention, _ ture 13 of .the heel plate section 12 of the shank 
Fig. 2 is a vertical sectional elevation of the and heel stiffener 11- Thejshank and heel sti?- ~ 

heel and counter section of the shoe taken on lines enel' 11 is Preferably, although not necessarily _ 
2-2 of Fig." 1. - i ‘ . nailed, as at 15 to the ?ller and insole so as to 

40 Fig. 3 is a top plan view of the shank and hee1 hold it against displacement upon the shank and 40 
' sti?ener. , .- ~ - ' heel portions of the rubber elastic ?ller A to facili 

Flg. 4 is a bottom plan view of the rubber. e1astio- tate further‘ operations to be performed in the I 
?ller with a part of the shank and heel stiffener manufacture of the shoe ‘It need not necessarily - 
applied thereto. . be nailed in position,"as othermethods of secur 

45 Fig, 5 is a, 1ongm‘1d1na1 vertical sectional View ing hate the ?ller may be employed, such for in-. 45 
- of the shank and heel sti?on'or; stance as cementing it thereto or securing it 

;Inpthe drawing, A designates, generally, a shoe thereto in any well known equivalent manner 
y of the type which-is known to the trade as a known to the shoe arg- - _" 

. Goodyear welt shoe, and which includes the out- After the shank and heel sti?ener has been ’ 
5° sole 1, the welt 2, ‘the insole 3 and the upper 4, assembled and secured in position upon the arch 50 

' The reference numeral 5 designates a cavity and heelsections 9 and-l0 of the rubber elastic 
formed upon, the insoledue to the stitched inseam’ ?ller A, the outsole 1 is stitched as designated 16 
e which unites the insole and‘ welt to the upper. to the welt sand the heel portion 17 or the 
The cavity 5 known as the inseam and heel seat outsole 1 is nailed down into contact with the 

5‘ cavity extends approximately the full length and heel portion 12 of the shank and heel sti?ener 55 



2 
11 and the heel seat 8 of the’ shoe by means of 
nails designated 18 driven into the heel seat of 
the shoe. After the outsole has been applied to 

' the shoe, a plurality of .heel lifts 19 are secured 
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in position upon the outer face of the heel por 
' tion of the outsole by means of nails 20 ‘and then 
a rubber or other suitable heel 21 is applied to 
the lifts 19 by. means of nails 22 which pass into' 
the heel seat of the shoe by passing around the 
edge of heel plate section 12 of the shank and 
heel‘stiifener 11. ' 
Due to the‘fact that the shank and heel stiff 

ener of 'my improved shoe structure extends to. 
the heel portion of the shoe, and, further due 
to the fact that the heel section 12 'of the shank 

' and heel stiffener is longitudinally and trans 
versely concaved-convexed and provided with a 
central aperture 13 of such shape as to receive 
the plug or lug extension 14 of the heel portion 
10 of the resilient rubber filler A, it will be ob 

. served that I providea shoe structure which will 
provide an elastic and pneumatic cushion sole 
'for the shoe and give an elastic and pneumatic 
cushion effect to the ball, the arch and to the‘ 
heel of the foot of the wearer of the shoe with. 
the heel of the foot afforded the greater amount 
of elastic and pneumatic cushion effect due to 
the plug extension of the heel portion of the rub 
ber elastic ?ller A, which plug extension 14,-when 
either its lower end is receivable in the opening 
13, or contacting with the heel section 12. of the 
arch and heel stiffener when not apertured, pro 
vides an air space 23_completely surrounding the 
plug extension 14 between the heel end 12 of - 
the'shank and heel stiffener 11 and the heel por 

' tion 10 of therubber elastic ?ller A. - 
In order to lighten the rubber elastic filler and 

to afford a pneumaticeffect to the sole of the 
shoe, as well as an elastic, or resilient effect, 
I provide the-?ller A with a multiplicity of ver 
tically disposed punched openings 24, including. 
the shank and heel sections 9 and 10 thereof, 
and I further provide the plug extension 14 of 
‘the heel section 10 of the filler with a plurality 
of suitable punched vertical openings 25 to pro 
vide a multiplicity of air pockets for the rubber 
elastic ?ller between the insole and outsole 
throughout the entire area thereof, as well as the 

' air pocket 23 surrounding the 3'plug extension 14 
of the. heel portion of the elastic ?ller.- _ 
By insertingthe lower end of the rubber elas 

.tic plug 14 of the heel portion 10 of the filler A, 
in the opening of the dished heel portion of the 
arch shank, it prevents shifting displacement of 
the lower end of the ,plug extension relative to 
the heel portion .of the shank and heel stiffener 
and the air space surrounding the plug extension 
between the heel portion of the ?ller' and ‘the 
heel portion of the shank and heel stiffener per 
mits the heel portion 10 of the filler to yield 
downwardly and the plug extension to expand 
radially in yieldingunder pressure to accom 
modate the shape of the bottom of the‘ heel of . 
the wearer of the shoe and to afford a greater 
‘amount of elastic and pneumatic cushion effect 
to the heel of the foot thanto the arch and ball 
positions thereof, yet a?ording a substantial cen 
tralized elastic and pneumatic cushion effect 
to the heel to prevent any uneasiness to .the 
wearer of the shoe bye properly shaping itself 
to support the-heel of the wearer of the shoe 
to make walking and standing non-tiresome to 
the foot. . ‘ . 

Therubber ?ller of my present invention, it 

1,998,208 
will be apparent from-the illustration, is of unl- ‘ 
form thickness throughoutits entire area ex-; 
cepting at, the plug extension thereof, thus 
before being applied to the shoe, its upper and 
lower planes are parallel arranged.‘ The lower 
face of the plugiis also preferably ?at and par 
allel to the upper and lower planes of the filler 
proper. The lower face of .the plug extension 
being ?at establishes a slight air space 26 be 
tween the lower ‘face of the plug extension and 
the concaved upper'face of the heel portion of 
the outsole when the lower end of the plug ex 
tension is ‘received in the aperture of the dished 
heel plate portion of the arch shank. This lower 
air space 26 also aids with the air spacev 23 
around the plug extension in allowing the plug 
extension to be compressed __by heel pressure to 
cause the upper plane thereof to readily shape it 
self to the shape of the bottom of the heel of the 
wearer of the shoe. The. same effect is provided 
when the heel portion of the shank and heel 
stiffener is not-provided with a central aperture 
to receive the plug extension, as is manifest.‘ . 
A shoe of the character disclosed, must of 

necessity be made in quantity production, hence 
the simple and practical manner of assembling 

' has been worked out only through extensiveer 
periments and, as shown, the shoe is considered 
by shoe experts a far reaching improvement over 
my former Patent Number 1,476,690, which can 
be made by a cobbler all right,.but not under 
any circumstances can it be made in quantity 
production, as modern shoe machinery cannot 
be utilized in the manufacture of \the shoe con 
structed as disclosed and illustrated in my 
‘former patent. ' 

The many advantages of the herein described 
invention will readily suggest themselves to those 
skilled in the art to which it appertains. 
From the foregoing description, it is evident ' 

that a simple device for this purpose has been 
disclosed, but it is to be understood that I do not 
desire to restrict, or limit myself to the very de— 
tails of the construction shown and described, 
which is merely illustrative, it being obvious that‘ 
changes, not involving the exercise of invention, 
may be made without‘ con?icting or departing 
from the spirit of the invention within the scope 
of the appended claims. 
What I claim is: , - 

1. In a Goodyear welt shoe construction, a 
perforated elastic ?ller interposed between the 
insole and outsole‘of the shoe including the shank 
and heel portions thereof, a perforated central 
ized elastic extension directed downwardly from 
the lower face of'the heel section-of the elastic 
filler, a metallic plate interposed between the 
shank and heel portions of the elastic filler, and 
the outsole and the heel portion of the metallic 
plate being dished to provide an air pocket sur 
rounding the perforated elastic extension of the 
elastic filler. . - 

2. In a Goodyear welt shoe construction, a 
perforated elastic ?ller interposed between the 
insole and outsole of the shoe including the shank 
and heel portions thereof, a centralized elastic 
extension directed from the lower face of theheel I 

' portion of the elastic ?ller, a metallic plate inter 
posed between the shank and heel portions of 
the elastic filler and the outsole, the heel sec 
tion of the plate being dished to establish an air’ 
space surrounding the elastic extension of'the 

> heel portion of elastic ?ller between the heel por 
tions of the insole and the plate, and said elastic . 
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extension of the heel portion of the elastic ?ller 
having a plurality of vertical openings to provide 
air pockets within the elastic extension and be 
tween the heel portions of the insole and said 
plate. ' ' - 

3. In a Goodyear welt shoe, an elastic rubber 
?ller interposed between the insole and outsole of 
the shoe including the shank and heel portions 
thereof, a centralized elastic rubber extension 
directed from the lower'face of the heel portion 
of the elastic ?ller, and a metallic plate inter 
posed between the shank and heel portions of the 
elastic filler and the outsole, the heel section of 
the plate being dished, and provided with a cen 
tral opening to receive the lower edge portion of 
the rubber elastic extension of the heel portion 
of the elastic ?ller to cause the lower face of the 
extension to seat upon the upper face of the heel 
portion of the outsole and to establish an air 
pocket surrounding the extension between the 
elastic ?ller extending beyond the sides of the 
downward elastic extension of the ?ller and the 
dished heel portion of the plate. 

4. In combination with a shoe having an out 
sole and an insole and an inseam and a heel 
seat cavity therebetween, a resilient rubber ?ller 
‘arranged between the outsole and the insole of 
the shoe and ?lling said cavities, said ?ller in 
cluding a sole, shank and heel portions each 
provided with‘ a plurality of punched out open 
ings, a shank and heel stiffener having a central 
opening in the heel portion thereof and seated 
upon the outer face of the shank and heel por 
tions of the ?ller and the heel portion of said 
?ller. spanning the opening in the heel portion 
'of the shank and heel sti?ener'. 

, 5. The‘ combination of a Goodyear welt shoe 
having a cavity extending from the very toe 
of the insole ‘to the extreme heel portion there 
of, with a ?at solid resilient rubber ?ller seated 
on the lower‘ face of the insole and completely 
?lling said cavity, said rubber ?ller having spaced 
punched out openings throughout its entire area 
to increase its resiliency and to aiford a multi 

' plicity of individual air pockets, 9. combined 
shank and heel stiffener having a central opening 
in the heel portion thereof, said heel portion of 
the shank and heel stiffener being dished down 
wardly and a portion of the heel portion of the 
?ller spanning the opening in the heel section of 
the combined shank and heel stiffener so that 
the spanning heel portion of the ?ller will be sub 
-ject to resilient yielding movement into the said 
central opening due to heel pressure during walk 
ing movements of a person wearing the shoe to 
a?‘ord greater resiliency at the central heel por 
tion‘ of the shoe than at the shank and foot por 
tions thereof. 

6. In combination with a Goodyear- welt shoe ’ 

having an inseam and heel seat cavity between 
the insole and outsole of the shoe, the heel seat 
cavity being dished in relation to the inseam 
cavity, a non-sponge yieldable resilient rubber v 
?ller having a sole, shank and heel portion pro 
vided with a plurality of individual separated ver 
tical openings positioned in the inseam and heel 
seat cavities between the insole and outsole of 
the shoe to provide a plurality of individual air 
pockets between the insole and outsole, a resilient 
rubber projection directed downwardly from the 
central portion of the lower face of the heel 
portion of the ?ller and small in relation thereto, 
and said plug being seated on the dished heel 
portion of the outsole to provide an annular air 
chamber between the heel portion of the ?ller 
adjacent the projection, and the dished heel por 
tion of the outsole. ' , 

7. A shoe construction of the Goodyear type 
comprising, in combination, an upper, a welt, an 
insole having an inseam and heelv seat cavities, 
an outsole having the heel portion thereof curved 
downwardly to deepen the heel seat cavity, a non 
sponge resilient rubber ?ller provided with a plu 
rality of individually separated vertical openings, 
said ?ller being cemented to the bottom face of 
the insole and occupying the inseam and heel 
seat cavitiesbetween the insole and outsole of 
the shoe and an apertured resilient rubber pro 
jection small in relation to the heel portion of 
the filler and directed downwardly from the lower 
face thereof, said plug being seated on the inner 
face of the dished heel portion of the outsole to 
provide an annular air chamber surrounding the 
rubber projection between the heel portion of the 
filler adjacent the projection and the dished heel 
portion of the outsole. 

8. A shoe construction of the Goodyear type 
comprising, in combination, an upper, a welt, an 
insole having inseam and heel seat cavities, an 
outsole having the heel portion thereof curved 
downwardly to deepen the heel seat cavity, a non 
sponge resilient rubber ?ller provided with a plu 
rality of individually separated vertical openings 
and cemented to the bottom face of the insole 
to occupy the space formed by the inseam and 
heel seat cavities between the insole and outsole 
of the shoe, an apertured resilient rubber plug on 
the lower face of the heel portion of the ?ller, 
and a combined shank and heel stiffener having 
an opening in the heel portion thereof seated on 
the bottom face of the shank and heel portions 
of the ?ller and the lower edge portion of said 
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resilient rubber plug passing through the opening . 
in the heel portion of the combined shank and 
heel stiffener and seated on the inner face of the 
heel portion of the outer sole. 

ABRAHAM COHN'; 
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